
 
 

 

 

GRANDAD’S PRIDE 

 

Easy Reader 

 Book Summary: 
A young child learns about their Grandad's 

past involvements in Pride parades, and 

they decide to have a Pride parade in their 

own town. 

 

Summary of Concerns: 
This book contains sexual activities; 

hypersexualized clothing involving BDSM 

outfits; alternate gender ideologies and 

alternate sexualities. 
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Page Content 

4 The illustration on this page depicts a young child playing with a rainbow "Pride" flag. 

5 The illustration on this page depicts two individuals looking toward an older man, outside 
the frame speaking about a pride parade. The pride parade is depicted above the two 
individuals' heads. Within the parade a woman in a wheelchair is holding a "Pride 
Progress" flag in her right hand a sign reading: "It's OK to say GAY" in her left hand; a man 
with blue hair is holding a sign that reads: EQUALITY FOR ALL; a person with a "Non-
Binary" flag wearing fishnet stocks and red heels; and a young girl is waving a "Bisexual 
Pride" flag. 

6 The illustration on this page depicts the older man speaking from the description above 
with the pride parade continuing above his and another man's heads. The parade contains 
a woman with a young child on her shoulders. The child is holding a "Pride Progress" flag. 
There is an older man in a black leather BDSM outfit kissing a woman with a black shirt 
and shorts. A very young girl is carrying a "Pride Progress" flag while walking with an 
adult. A man in a pink dress with a beard, is standing with another individual. They are 
holding a "Transgender Pride" banner which reads: TRANS RIGHTS NOW. 

See Figure 1. 

7 The illustration on the top of this page depicts a man holding a "Pride" flag. Behind him, a 
man in a BDSM outfit is holding a sign reading: Lesbian & Gay Pride '85. A woman in a pink 
dress is holding a "Pride" flag while walking under a banner reading: LESBIANS & GAYS 
SUPPORT THE MINERS. A dark-skinned woman is holding a sign with two "female" 
symbols together. Her sign reads: BLACK LESBIANS. 
The illustration on the middle of the page depicts a Pride parade in a city. A man in the 
foreground is holding a sign reading: ACT UP. A man is holding a sign with a pink triangle 
that reads: SILENCE = DEATH. A pink, white, and blue van is driving with "Pride" flags on 
the roof. There is a "Pride" flag hanging from a window of a building. A man behind the 
van is holding a "Pride" flag. A woman is holding a purple sign with two "female" symbols 
together and two "male" symbols together which reads: LIBERATION NOW. A man is 
holding a banner reading: A.I.D.S." WE NEED RESEARCH NOT HYSTERIA! A dark-skinned 
woman is holding an orange sign reading: ACTION = LIFE. A man in the foreground is 
holding a sign reading: GAY AND PROUD. 
The illustration on the bottom of the page depicts a protest in a city in which the national 
flag of Germany is waving on top of a building in the background. Two men are dancing in 
the street in the foreground. There is a man behind them toward the left-side of the 
frame holding a sign reading: HAPPY CHRISTOPHER STREET DAY! A man with a bald head 
and a beard, wearing a blue dress and blue gloves, is holding a "Pride" flag. There are two 
individuals toward the right-side of the frame holding a banner which reads: REPEAL 
PARAGRAPH 175 
See Figure 2. 

8 The illustration on this page depicts a Pride parade near an ocean. In the foreground, two 
men are walking with their arms interlocked. One of the men is carrying a bouquet of 
flowers and the other man is throwing a bouquet of flowers into the air as a photographer 
takes their picture. Behind the two men, two women are walking with a stroller. The baby 
in the stroller is holding a "Lesbian" flag. A young girl is holding a "Pride" flag while 
walking in front of a large banner with a rainbow on it. A woman on a scooter is holding a 
"Bisexual" flag. A man wearing a blue tank-top, blue lipstick and blue eye makeup, is 
playing a guitar. A woman is holding a sign which reads: SAME-Sex Marriage FINALLY 
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LEGAL! It's about time. A dark-skinned woman is waving a "Pansexual" flag. A woman is 
holding a "Polyamory" flag. Another man is holding a sign with a rainbow-colored heart on 
it. An individual has a "Pride" flag pulled over their shoulders. A double-decker bus has a 
sign on the front which reads: HAPPY PRIDE! A large "Pride" flag is draped over the side of 
the bus. A woman is on top of the bus holding a "Pride" flag and another individual beside 
her is holding a "Transgender" flag. 

9 A young child is dancing in a kitchen with a "Pride" flag wrapped around them. The child is 
dancing with an older man. 

10 The illustration on this page depicts a group of people encircling the young child and the 
older man described above. The older man is holding a sign labeled: Village Pride. The sign 
contains an illustration of a child holding a "Pride Progress" flag; other children are 
holding signs with hearts; an individual in a wheelchair is holding a sign which reads: LOTS 
OF FUN. Below the individual in the wheelchair the sign reads: We Need your help! The 
following words are also on the sign: sun!, Rainbows!, Love, Ice-cream!, LGBTQIA+ 
Liberation 
A baby in a stroller is sitting beneath a "Lesbian" flag-colored stroller umbrella. 

11 The illustration on this page depicts a town with several individuals walking near 
buildings. A man is pushing a stroller with a "Lesbian" flag-colored stroller umbrella near 
the Community Hall building which has a "Pride Progress" flag in the window and on the 
building. A sign on the Community Hall building reads: Village Pride Helpers Wanted. The 
sign has a "Pride Progress" flag with a white heart on it. A bakery next door has a sign on 
the sidewalk which reads: Pride Special Rainbow Cupcakes. A man is painting a "Pride" 
flag-colored crosswalk on the street. On top of a building, a seagull is perched with a 
"Pride" flag in its mouth. A green building has a "Lesbian" flag on a pole on the roof. A flag 
banner is strung over the street containing an "Aromantic" flag, "Bisexual" flag, "Pride" 
flag, and a flag reminiscent of a "Demiboy" flag. An older man is taping a "Village Pride 
Helpers Wanted" sign on the side of a building. Another "Village Pride Help Wanted" sign 
with a "Pride Progress" flag on it is taped to a street sign. A young boy is holding a "Pride" 
flag while the woman beside him is taking a "Village Pride" flyer from a man. The Public 
Library has a "Pansexual" flag and a "Pride Progress" flag in the front window. In the 
background, two young children are playing on the beach near a sandcastle with a "Pride" 
flag mounted on top. 

12 A flag banner is hanging from the top of the page containing a "Non-Binary" flag. The 
illustration on the top of this page depicts young girls and a man making signs. The signs 
read: "trans is beautiful," "EQUALITY FOR ALL!," "Love is Love," and "HAPPY PRIDE." 
The illustration on the middle of this page depicts a man raising a "Pride Progress" flag on 
a flagpole as others watch.  
The illustration on the bottom of this page depicts four individuals with make-up on. The 
words beside this image read: Some of Grandad's neighbors are even going to put on a 
drag show! 

13 A flag banner is draped at the top of the page containing "Non-Binary," "Philadelphia's 
People of Color Inclusive," and "Asexual" flags.  
The illustration on the page depicts three young children in a room. The child in the 
middle has a golden crown, blue dress and a "Transgender" flag as a cape. A sign on the 
wall behind them reads: Village PRIDE! A banner hanging in a doorway reads: HAPPY 
PRIDE! 
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14 The illustration on this page depicts a young girl and a woman in a bakery icing a rainbow-
layered cake. A "Pride Progress" flag is waving in the background. 

18 The illustration on this page depicts a several individuals on a street in a town. A man is 
holding a "Pride Progress" flag. A dog has a rainbow-colored bandana around his neck. A 
young boy is waving a "Pride Progress" flag out of a second-story window. A "Pride 
Progress" flag is waving on the roof above the young boy. There are banners strung over 
the street which include "Polyamory," "Pride," "Bisexual," "Aromantic," and "Pride 
Progress" flags. 

19 The illustration on this page depicts a young child with blonde hair wearing a gold crown 
and a "Transgender" flag as a cape. A young child is wearing a "Pride" flag as a cape. A 
man in a wheelchair is holding a "Bisexual" flag. A banner is strung over the street 
containing "Pansexual," "Lesbian," and "Pride" flags. The front of a van is shown with a 
"Pride Progress" flag on the roof. 

20 The illustration on this page depicts several individuals on a street in a town. The young 
child wearing the gold crown and "Transgender" flag as a cape, is standing in the 
foreground looking toward an older man off the frame. The child is standing near a 
rainbow-colored crosswalk. A dark-skinned woman is standing near the child with a sign in 
her hand which reads: BREAK THE CIS-TEM. An arched banner stretches over the road 
which reads: Welcome to PRIDE! Below the banner, another banner reads: PROTECT 
TRANS KIDS. There are three "Pride Progress" flags throughout the illustration and an 
"Asexual" flag is waving on a rooftop. 

21 The illustration on this page depicts several individuals on a street near a rainbow-colored 
crosswalk. A young child is wearing a "Pride" flag as a cape. An older woman is standing 
with a sign which reads: LGB WITH THE T. A young man in a wheelchair is holding a sign 
which reads: Queer, Disabled, Fabulous. A woman is pushing a stroller with a baby holding 
a "Pride" flag. The stroller's umbrella is colored like the "Lesbian" flag. 

22 The illustration on the top of this page depicts several individuals walking in a street. An 
older man is holding a polaroid of male reporter with a "Pride" flag draped over his 
shoulders. A young child is looking at the picture with him. The child has a "Pride" flag 
over their shoulders. A woman in the background is holding a sign which reads: Read with 
PRIDE! A woman is holding a sign with a heart with the colors of the "Lesbian" flag on it. 
Two men are holding hands walking. One of the men is holding a "Pansexual" flag.  
The illustration on the bottom of the page depicts several people on a street in a town as 
rain is falling. The young child described above with the "Pride" flag as a cape, is standing 
near the older man. The dog with the rainbow-colored bandana is nearby shaking the rain 
off his fur. A woman wearing a yellow dress is standing under a store's canopy. She is 
holding a "Bisexual" flag. The young child with the gold crown and "Transgender" flag 
cape, is splashing in a puddle. Two women are kissing under the arched "Welcome to 
PRIDE!" banner. A man is holding a "Bisexual" flag-colored umbrella turned inside out. A 
woman is pushing a stroller with a "Lesbian" flag-colored stroller umbrella. 

23 The illustration on this page depicts the older man with an umbrella above him standing 
next to the child wearing the "Pride" flag as a cape and dog with the rainbow-colored 
umbrella, as they look out over the water toward a rainbow in the sky next to a bright 
sun. There are three "Pride Progress" flags within the image. A "Bisexual" flag is lying on 
the road. A banner containing "Non-Binary," "Pride," “Pansexual," and "Transgender" 
flags. 
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24 The illustration on this page depicts several individuals on a street in a town. The dog with 
the rainbow-colored bandana is looking at a large rainbow in the sky arching over the 
town. An individual without a shirt has scars under each nipple indicative of breast 
removal surgery. They are holding a megaphone in their right hand and a sign in their left 
hand reading: OUT AND PROUD. A woman is pushing a stroller with a "Lesbian" flag-
colored stroller umbrella. The baby in the stroller is waving a "Pride" flag. A man in a 
wheelchair is holding a sign which reads: Queer, Disabled, Fabulous. Two men are walking 
together. One of the men is holding a "Pansexual" flag. A banner stretched over the street 
contains "Transgender," "Demisexual," "Asexual," and "Pansexual" flags. 

25 The illustration on this page depicts several individuals on a street in a town. The older 
man is carrying the young child with the "Pride" flag cape on his shoulders. The child is 
holding a "Pride Progress" flag. The young child with the gold crown, wearing the 
"Transgender" flag as a cape, is walking next to the older man. The child is holding a sign 
which reads: trans kids are magic. A dark-skinned woman is standing with a sign which 
reads: Be PROUD of who you Are! With a "Transgender" flag-colored heart on the sign. On 
a banner stretching across the street, a "Transgender" flag is hanging. Another banner 
contains "Pride" and "Non-Binary" flags.  
A rainbow-colored heart is shown on a second-story window. A child is standing in a 
second-story window in the background holding a "Bisexual" flag. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1 
 



 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2 
 
 


